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Abstract
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A first-order moment analysis method is introduced to evaluate the pore-water pressure
variability within a hillslope due to spatial variability in saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks)
during rainfall. The influences of the variance of the natural logarithm of Ks(lnKs), spatial
structure anisotropy of lnKs, and normalized vertical infiltration flux (q) on the evaluations of the
pore-water pressure uncertainty are investigated. Results indicate different responses of pressure
head variability in the unsaturated region and the saturated region. In the unsaturated region, a
larger variance of lnKs, a higher spatial structure anisotropy and a smaller q lead to a larger
variability in pressure head; while in the saturated region, the variability in pressure head
increases with the increase of variance of lnKs, the decrease of spatial structure anisotropy or the
increase of q. These variables have great impacts on the range of fluctuation of the phreatic
surface within the hillslope. The influences of these three variables on the variance of pressure
head within the saturated region are greater than those within the unsaturated region, and the
variance of lnKs has the greatest impact. These results yield useful insight into the effects of
heterogeneity on pressure head and uncertainty associated with predicted flow field.

Keywords: First-order moment analysis; Rainfall infiltration; Hillslope; Pore-water pressure;
Spatial variability; Saturated hydraulic conductivity
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Introduction
Because of heterogeneous nature of geological formations, hydraulic properties generally
exhibit a high degree of spatial variability at various scales (e.g., Nielsen et al., 1973; Tian-Chyi
Jim Yeh, 1992). Our knowledge of the spatial distribution of these hydraulic properties is usually
limited and incomplete. Therefore, our predictions of pore-water pressure inevitably involve
uncertainties (e.g., Cho, 2012; Gui et al., 2000). These uncertainties would lead to the
uncertainties in our analysis of hydrologic flow and transport processes, and slope stability.
Therefore, they play significant roles on the management of water resources and prevention of
landslides. For example, the spatial variability in saturated hydraulic conductivities would result
in uncertain groundwater level in a hillslope under rainfall, and the uncertainty in groundwater
level leads to uncertainties in soil water pressures or matric suctions of unsaturated soils, these
uncertainties make it difficult to determine the shear strength of soils, which is critical for slope
stability analysis. To address the uncertainty associated with our predictions, Yeh et al.(2015)
elucidate the need of stochastic representation of spatial variable hydraulic properties as random
fields, which are characterized by their mean (the average value), variance (the variation around
the mean), and spatial autocorrelation structures (i.e., the average length, thickness, and width of
heterogeneity).
To characterize the heterogeneity in hydraulic properties for a specific site, one could
take core samples from boreholes to obtain measurements of hydraulic properties through grain
size distribution or falling head permeameter tests. For example, Sudicky et al. (2010) estimated
hydraulic conductivities of 1878 core samples from a field site using falling head permeameter
tests. Hydraulic properties also could be estimated through methods such as slug tests or
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pumping tests (Alexander et al., 2011). Afterwards, these measurements are analyzed using
geostatistical approaches, and the spatial statistics of the hydraulic properties are obtained.
Generally, given the statistics of hydraulic properties, a Monte Carlo simulation could be
used to derive many possible random fields. A numerical Monte Carlo simulation requires less
simplified assumptions, such as infinite flow domains, the small variability of hydraulic
parameters, and stationary processes. It can also be applied to either fully saturated, unsaturated
or variably saturated flow in multidimensional media under steady or transient flow conditions.
Freeze (1980) examined the influence of the spatial statistics of the saturated hydraulic
conductivity on the statistical properties of the resulting runoff events on a hillslope based on
Monte Carlo simulation. He found that the mean value and the standard deviation of the
saturated hydraulic conductivity distribution both had important influences on the statistics of
runoff events while the influence of the autocorrelation was less important, and great error in
predicted runoff would be made if one simulates a heterogeneous hillslope with a representative
equivalent homogeneous model. Using a commercially available finite difference numerical code
(i.e. FLAC 5.0), Srivastava et al.(2010) employed Monte Carlo simulation to examine the
statistical response of steady state seepage flow in a slope. Later, Santoso et al. (2011) studied
the flow through soil with spatially variable hydraulic conductivity under rainfall within a
layered infinite slope using 1D model based on Monte Carlo simulation. Likewise, Cho (2012)
conducted a probabilistic analysis of seepage through a two-layered embankment using
numerical modeling and Monte Carlo simulation, accounting for the uncertainties and spatial
variation of saturated hydraulic conductivity. Using Monte Carlo simulation with 1000
realizations, Zhu et al. (2013) investigated how the variability of permeability function affected
the variability of hydrologic conditions in a slope induced by steady rainfall infiltration.
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Similarly, based on Monte Carlo simulation, Cho (2014) performed a series of seepage and
stability analyses of weathered residual soil slope with shallow impermeable bedrock,
characterized by an infinite slope based on one-dimensional random fields, to study the effects of
uncertainty due to the spatial heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity on slope failure under
rainfall infiltration.
Generally speaking, the high demand of CPU time, memory and storage spaces is the
major drawback of the Monte Carlo simulation technique(Cho, 2014; B. Li & Yeh, 1998), which
restricts the number of simulations (Gui et al., 2000). In the analysis of multidimensional
variably saturated flow problems, this shortcoming becomes so severe that conducting such
simulations with fine discretization would be practically impossible (B. Li & Yeh, 1998).
In this paper, to avoid problems associated with Monte Carlo simulations, a first-order
moment analysis developed by Zhang and Yeh (1997), Li and Yeh (1998), and Hughson and
Yeh (2000) via a Taylor series expansion of finite element or finite difference models is used to
derive approximate statistical moments of flow processes. The advantage of this numerical, firstorder analysis over Monte Carlo simulations is that the covariance function of pressure head can
be explicitly related to the covariance functions of hydraulic properties within a slope. As a result,
the statistical moments of pressure head can be obtained without conducting a large number of
simulations, and the CPU problems associated with Monte Carlo simulation can be avoided. In
addition, since this first-order analysis employs numerical models into the formulation of
covariance functions, it can examine with ease either steady-state or transient flow with any type
of boundary conditions. Moreover, for further reducing the computational burdens in the
sensitivities evaluation of the first-order analysis, a numerical adjoint state method (see Hughson
& Yeh, 2000; B. Li & Yeh, 1998; Bailing Li & Yeh, 1999; Sykes et al., 1985) can also be used.
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The objectives of this paper are: (1) to introduce a first-order moment analysis method
into the probabilistic analysis that accounts for the uncertainties and spatial variation of the
saturated hydraulic conductivity in hillslope scenario; (2) to investigate the pressure head
variability within a hypothetical hillslope due to variability in saturated hydraulic conductivity
under steady rainfall infiltrations.

Methodology
Governing equations
In this paper, we focus on the long-term status of rainfall infiltration in a heterogenous
hillslope, hence the steady-state flow condition is applied. The flow in a heterogeneous 2-D
vertical hillslope cross-section is assumed to be described by following equations:
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where P is the pressure head; z is the elevation head; K is the hydraulic conductivity . PD is
the prescribed pressure head at the Dirichlet boundary  D , qN is the specific flux at the
Neumann boundary  N . Notation

nx and nz are the components of the unit vector n  nx , nz 

which is normal to the boundary  N .
Moisture retention and hydraulic conductivity functions
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To simulate flow in a hillslope using Eqs. (1) and (2), the moisture retention and
hydraulic conductivity curves developed by van Genuchten (1980) and Mualem (1976),
respectively, also known as the MVG model, are adopted here, which can be expressed as:
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In which P represents the absolute value,  , n and m are soil parameters and m  1-1 n ;  is
the volumetric water content;  s and  r denote the saturated and residual moisture content,
respectively; K s is the saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Stochastic conceptualization of heterogeneity
Accurate analysis of the flow of a hillslope would require detailed characterization of the
hydraulic properties for the hillslope, due to the heterogeneous nature of geologic media.
However, it is impossible to map hydraulic properties at every location within a hillslope. In
order to address uncertainty associated with our incomplete characterization, the stochastic
conceptualization of heterogeneity has been widely adopted (T.-C. Yeh et al., 2015). That is, the
hydraulic property at each location in a hillslope is considered as a random variable, and the
property field of the entire hillslope then becomes a collection of random variables. This
collection of the random variables is called the random field, which is assumed to have a joint
lognormal probability distribution (although it is not necessary). The joint probability
distribution is characterized by a mean (  K ), a variance (  K2 ) and a correlation structure
s

s

described by a covariance function with some correlation lengths (  ), which represent the
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average spatial fabric (i.e., thickness, length, and width of heterogeneity of the hillslope). For
avoiding negative values of the property, we will let natural logarithm of K s ( ln K s ) be F, which
has a mean F and perturbation, f , whose variance is denoted by σ 2f . Furthermore, the spatial
relationship between perturbations, f , is assumed to have a statistically isotropic or anisotropic
covariance, described by an exponential covariance function:


'
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R  A, A   σ f exp  



x  x   z  z 
' 2

λ2x

' 2

λ2z






(5)

which specifies the perturbation at A  x, z  and that at the point A'  x ' , z '  , and λx and λz are the
correlation lengths in x and z directions, respectively. The correlation length λx or λz represents
the distance within which the hydraulic properties (F’s) are correlated. Physically, λx and λz
describe the average dimensions (e.g., length, thickness) of heterogeneity (e.g., layers or
stratifications) in x and z directions, respectively. Therefore, x z will be used to represent the
spatial structure anisotropy in this paper.
Note that other parameters such as α , n , θ s , and θ r of MVG models (Eqs. 3 and 4) are
assumed constant throughout the hillslope.
Monte Carlo simulation and first-order moment analysis
One of the major purposes of stochastic analysis of flow in heterogeneous hillslopes is to
estimate the most likely flow field and its uncertainty due to our limited amount of data on
hydraulic properties for predicting the field. Generally, for a given field site, one may collect
some field samples such that spatial statistics of hydraulic parameters, describing their spatial
variability, can be determined. Afterward, a Monte Carlo simulation is employed to derive
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statistical moments (e.g., mean, variability) of heads and associated flow fields. Specifically, for
the given spatial statistics of the parameter, one can generate many possible varying parameter
fields of the hillslope. These parameter fields are then used as input to a numerical model to
simulate their corresponding flow fields. Statistical analysis of these flow (such as pressure head)
fields leads to the mean flow field and its variance at every location of the hillslope. The mean
represents the most-likely predicted flow field, and the variance, on the other hand, represents
the likely deviation of the predicted mean field from the true field (i.e., the uncertainty of the
prediction). While Monte Carlo simulation is a rather straightforward approach, it requires a
large number of simulations in order to derive stable and representative statistics of the flow
fields. The number of simulations required often varies from cases to cases. Moreover, as the
simulation domains become multi-dimensional and the number of numerical grids increases, the
demand for CPU time, memory and storage spaces becomes impractical.
Alternatively, the proposed first-order analysis approach can be used to derive
approximate statistical moments of flow processes in heterogeneous hillslopes. The derivations
follow previous research by Cai(2016, 2017) and is only briefly introduced here. This approach
is based on a Taylor series expansion of the flow model (Eq. 1). Specifically, ln K s ’s at different
locations within the hillslope are treated as a random field with some spatial correlations, and
this random field is expressed as ln K s  F  F  f , where F is the mean, and f is the
perturbation of F , which represents spatial variability or uncertainty due to lack of
measurements of K s . In addition, the pressure head is described in the form of P  P  p , where

P is the mean pressure head in an equivalent homogeneous hillslope, evaluated using F , and p
denotes the perturbation of pressure head. Subsequently, the pressure head can be expanded in a
Taylor series about F .
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The partial derivative terms in Eq. (6) denotes the sensitivity of P at the location  xi , zi  with
respect to the perturbation of F about the value of F at location  x j , z j  , i.e., f  x j ,z j  . The
subscript, j , denotes the location of F  x j ,z j  and it ranges from 1 to M, where M is the total
number of elements in a finite element mesh for the hillslope. On the other hand, the subscript, i ,
denotes the location of P  xi ,zi  within the hillslope, and it ranges from 1 to N, where N is the
total number of nodes in a finite element mesh for the hillslope. The repeated subscript j in the
product of the sensitivity term and the perturbation f  x j ,z j  implies the summation of all
products with j , ranging from 1 to M for the pressure head at node i . After neglecting the
second-order and high-order terms, the first-order approximation of the pressure head
perturbation can be written as:
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The sensitivity is calculated by an adjoint method (Hughson & Yeh, 2000; B. Li & Yeh,
1998; Bailing Li & Yeh, 1999; Sykes et al., 1985) in this paper.
Multiplying Eq. (7) with itself, and taking the expectation lead to the following equation:
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where

denotes the expectation, i,k  1,...N and j,l  1,...M , we have the following

relationship:
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where  R pp  is a N  N covariance matrix for P ;  R ff  is the M  M covariance matrix for

 P  x ,z  
 P x ,z

i i
 and   k k   are N  M matrices. The superscript T denotes its
ln K s ; 
F  x j ,z j  
 F  xl ,zl  F 

F
transpose. Each diagonal element of  R pp  is the pressure head variance  p2 at location  xi , zi  ,
representing the mean-square deviation of the pressure head in a heterogeneous hillslope from
the mean pressure head P , calculated using F of the hillslope. The corresponding standard
deviation  p is then added to and subtracted from mean pressure head P at any given location of
interest to yield approximate upper and lower bounds of the pressure head profile. Such lower
and upper bounds delineate the likely influence of heterogeneity of F on pressure head at every
location of the hillslope. In other words, the pressure head profile due to heterogeneity within the
hillslope under the condition of steady rainfall infiltration will likely fall in between these two
bounds with high probability (i.e., 68.27%). If so desired, one can plus/minus two or three times
of the  p and this leads to higher probabilities of 95.45% or 99.73%, respectively. Greater
differences between the upper and lower bounds suggest greater effects of heterogeneity. That is,
the pressure head profile within the heterogeneous hillslope may be quite different from the
mean pressure head profile obtained using F , approximating an equivalent homogeneous
hillslope.
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For a given mean and covariance of F , the first-order analysis can efficiently evaluate
the approximate mean pressure head (the first moment) and its variance (the second moment).
As a computationally efficient approach, the first-order moment analysis has been widely used in
inverse modeling as well as joint inversion of flow, solute transport, and geophysical surveys (B.
Li & Yeh, 1998; Mao et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2013; T. J. Yeh et al., 2002; Tian-Chyi J Yeh &
Šimůnek, 2002). Regardless of its advantages, we must point out that this first-order moment
analysis yields only approximate upper and lower bounds due to the fact that this approach is
based on a first-order approximation. In addition, the mean head, P  xi ,zi  , in Eq. (6) is also an
approximate value of the true mean. The validity of the approximation is generally warranted if
the variance of F is less than one. (B. Li & Yeh, 1998). At large variances, a higher order
approximation or an iterative approach based on this first order analysis is required (T. J. Yeh et
al., 1996; Zhang & Yeh, 1997).
Lastly, the purpose of any uncertainty analysis aims at evaluation of relative uncertainty
associated with different events or scenarios, rather than the absolute uncertainty. That is, we are
using the uncertainty estimates as a criterion to evaluate the effectiveness of different strategies.
This is attributed to the fact that any uncertainty analysis (such as Monte Carlo simulation or
other higher order analysis) is uncertain itself because of uncertainty in input spatial statistics,
models, boundaries, initial conditions as well as many other factors. As a consequence, an
efficient method such as the first-order analysis is deemed appropriate.

Numerical Examples
Model and parameters
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In order to validate the first-order moment analysis and to demonstrate its utility for study
of effects of heterogeneity on hillslope flow field, several numerical experiments are conducted.
All the experiments are based on a synthetic a 2-D vertical cross-section of a hypothetical
hillslope (Cai et al., 2016, 2017). Fig. 1 displays the geometry and boundary conditions of the
hillslope. The boundaries AH and BC are constant head (or Dirichlet) boundary, that is,

 P  z  AH

 20m and  P  z  BC  10m . The boundary AB is impermeable, and the boundary GF

is a constant vertical flux q (or Neumann boundary). The boundaries FE, ED, GH, DC are
defined as seepage faces, in which boundaries FE and ED exchange between constant vertical
flux q when it is unsaturated at boundaries and zero pressure head when it is saturated, and
boundaries GH and DC exchange between impermeable when those portions of the boundary are
unsaturated and zero pressure head when saturated. The studied domain (100m×40m) is
discretized to 1610 elements with 1681 nodes (Fig. 1).
Table 1 Means of soil hydraulic parameters used in the study
Parameters

Values

Mean saturated hydraulic conductivity,  K s

1.0 m/d

Coefficient in MVG model,



0.4 m-1

Exponent in MVG model,

n

2

Exponent in MVG model,

m

0.5

Residual volumetric water content,  r

0.07

Saturated volumetric water content,  s

0.4

The hydraulic properties used in this paper are listed in Table 1. These parameter values
are based on those used in the study by Cai(2016). Stochastic representation of the
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heterogeneous hillslope (as discussed in the preceding section) is adopted to provide a
quantitative but bulk description of the heterogeneity at the hillslope. Only the saturated
hydraulic conductivity in the form of ln K s is treated as a random field although other
parameters also exhibit spatial variability. Based on published literature (Cho, 2012; Srivastava
et al., 2010), a genetic range of coefficient of variation ( CoV   K  K ) of K s has been
s

s

suggested as 30%-100%, so the general range of variance of ln K s could be suggested as 0.1~0.7,
and we also use a high variance of 1.5 as a comparison. In addition, general ranges of the
horizontal and vertical of correlation scales are typically about 5.0-92.4 m and 0.1-10.0 m,
respectively, reported in literatures (e.g., Cho, 2012; D.-Q. Li et al., 2015). Finally, a ratio
between the vertical infiltration flux q and  K is set to 0.01 to represent a mild rainfall
s

intensity(Zhu et al., 2013), and then we increase this value up to 0.05 for comparison purpose.
With the abovementioned discussions in mind, six cases listed in Table 2 are designed to
investigate the effects of spatial variability in ln K s on the pore-water pressure variability.
Specifically, cases 1 and 2 focus on the influence of the variance ( σ 2f ), cases 1, 3 and 4 focus on
the influence of the spatial structure anisotropy ( h v , h and v are the correlation length of
F in horizontal direction and in vertical direction, respectively), and cases 1, 5 and 6 focus the
influence of the normalized vertical infiltration flux ( q  K ). In each case, σ 2f , h , v , h v
s

and q  K are assigned by values listed in Table 2, the remaining parameters are assigned by
s

values listed in Table 1.
Table 2 Study cases
Case no.

σ 2f

h (m) v (m)

h v

q  Ks

15
1

0.7

10

10

1

0.01

2

1.5

10

10

1

0.01

3

0.7

50

10

5

0.01

4

0.7

100

10

10

0.01

5

0.7

10

10

1

0.03

6

0.7

10

10

1

0.05

A two-dimensional finite element analysis code (T. J. Yeh et al., 1993) is employed to
simulate flow fields for the hillslope scenario. This program solves the nonlinear finite element
approximation of Eq. (1) using the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. It also includes an
iterative scheme since it is needed to arrive at the appropriate boundary condition along seepage
faces(Rulon & Freeze, 1985). Based on this code, First-order moment analysis and Monte Carlo
simulation on evaluations of the pore-water pressure uncertainty in the hillslope considering the
spatial variability of ln K s are conducted.
Flow fields in homogeneous and heterogeneous hillslopes
To illustrate effects of heterogeneity on the flow field, we first simulate the steady flow in
a homogeneous hillslope in which the mean saturated hydraulic conductivity (i.e.  K =1.0 m/d)
s

is assigned to the K s values of all elements. Values of other parameters are listed in Table 1.
The vertical infiltration flux is q =0.01m/d and constant. The simulated flow field, including
streamlines (or flow lines), contours of pressure head and the phreatic surface, is shown in Fig. 2.
For illustration purposes, examples of flow fields of the heterogeneous hillslope based on
a single realization of each heterogeneous case are shown in Fig. 3. These realizations are
generated with a fast Fourier transform code modified from Gutjahr (1989) using the given
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spatial statistics listed in Table 2. As illustrated in these figures, the pressure head profiles and
flow lines of these realizations of heterogeneous hillslopes differ from the one on the basis of the
homogeneous model using the mean parameter  K showed in Fig. 2. The position and the shape
s

of the phreatic surface of these realizations of heterogeneous slopes are also different.
The flow field derived from the homogeneous mean parameter values represents the most
likely flow field. As compared it with those in Fig. 3, this most-likely field can be quite different
from the field based on the heterogeneous parameters. Since each flow field in Fig 3 represents a
flow field resulting from a possible hydraulic conductivity distribution for the given spatial
statistics (as listed in Table 2), a large number simulated fields corresponding to a large number
of possible hydraulic conductivity distributions with the given spatial statistics are necessary in
order to address possible difference between the most likely one and the unknown true field (i.e.,
uncertainty) at any location of the hillslope. This is the objective and difficulty of the Monte
Carlo simulation. Our proposed first-order moment analysis can achieve this objective without
conducting a large number of simulations.
Verification of the First-order moment analysis by Monte Carlo simulation
In order to ensure that the first-order moment analysis is an alternative to the Monte
Carlo simulation, we first verify the accuracy of the first-order moment analysis with Monte
Carlo simulation. In this case, we generate a series of realizations of random fields with the same
mean (  K =1.0 m/d), variance ( σ 2f =0.7) and an exponential covariance function with isotropic
s

correlation length ( h = v =10m), which is case 1 in Table 2. We then simulate the pressure
head distribution corresponding to each realization with q  K =0.01m/d. Afterward, mean and
s

variance distributions of these pressure head fields in the hillslope are then calculated. We find
that after 20,000 realizations, the mean and variance of the simulated pressure start to stabilize to
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some representative values. These distributions are then compared with the results produced by
the first-order moment analysis.
Scatter plots of mean and variance of the pressure head, obtained by these two methods
are displayed in Fig. 4. In each scatter plot, a red point represents a pair of mean pressure head
values (in Fig. 4(a)) or pressure head variances (in Fig. 4(b)) at a given location in the hillslope,
calculated by Monte Carlo simulation and by the first-order moment analysis. A linear model is
then fitted to the scatter data. The slope (A) and intercept (B) of the fitted linear model (i.e., the
blue solid line in each scatter plot) and the coefficient of determination (R2) are then used as the
performance evaluation criteria. The black solid line in each scatter plot represents reference
position for the perfect match, which means that the more the points are close to this reference
line, the smaller the difference between the results obtained from these two methods.
The mean pressure head obtained by the first-order moment analysis is quite consistent
with that by Monte Carlo simulation (A=0.99, B=0.3353 and R2=0.9998). As indicated in Fig.
4(a), the fitted linear model nearly coincides with the reference line and all the points are close to
the reference line. The mean pressure head ranges approximately from -5 to 20 m. According to
Fig. 4(b), the variances of pressure head obtained from these two methods are less consistent
with each other (A=1.0689, B=-0.0566 and R2=0.9725) than those of the mean pressure head.
The maximum deviation from the reference line for a perfect match is 0.25, which is small and
acceptable. The range of variance of pressure head obtained from Monte Carlo simulation is
approximately from 0 to 2.1, which is a little broader than the range from 0 to 2, obtained from
the first-order moment analysis. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the pressure
head obtained from the first-order moment analysis ignores the high-order terms in the Taylor
series, or perhaps, the number of realizations in Monte Carlo simulation is not sufficiently
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enough. Nevertheless, these results suggest that the first-order moment analysis can yield
statistical moments (e.g. mean, variance) of flow processes, similar to those derived from Monte
Carlo simulation based on 20,000 realizations.
Besides, we evaluate the CPU time and memory needed for each approach. As we can
see in Table 3, first order analysis can yield reasonable results with relatively lower CPU time
and memory.
Table 3 Evaluated CPU time and memory needed for first-order moment analysis and Monte Carlo
simulation ( K s =1 m/d,

σ 2f =0.7, h = v

=10 m, q =0.01m/d)

Time

Memory

Monte Carlo

about 9.5

20,000 random fields, 20,000 pressure

simulation

hours

head fields and 1 variance result

First order

about 12

1 sensitivity matrix,1 covariance

analysis

minutes

matrix for ln K s and 1 variance result

After this verification procedure, we are satisfied with the first-order moment analysis,
and we proceed into the analysis of effects of heterogeneity on pressure head variations, using
the first-order analysis. The results of the analysis are discussed in next section.

Results and Discussions
Spatial distribution of pressure head variance
For case 1 to case 6 described in Table 2, the first-order moment analysis was used to
calculate the variance of pressure head at each location within the hillslope, representing the
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variability in pressure head under the scenario considered. The estimated distribution of pressure
head variance within the hillslope for the six cases are shown in Fig. 5.
The comparison of case 1 and case 2 in Fig. 5 indicates that a higher variance of ln K s =F
or K s produces a higher variability in pressure head on the whole. More specifically, the regions
with large variances are located above the phreatic surface and the region in the vicinity of the
central part of hillslope surface below the phreatic surface. The location of small pressure head
variance below the phreatic surface can be attributed to the effects of the constant head
boundaries at AH and BC.
When we compare case 1, case 3 and case 4, we find that with the increase of spatial
structure anisotropy (i.e., h v , the ratio of the correlation length of ln K s =F in horizontal
direction to that in vertical direction, or more stratified geologic formations), the variance of
pressure head increases slightly above the phreatic surface, while the variance of pressure head
decreases below the phreatic surface. The slight increase in pressure head variance in the
unsaturated zone above the phreatic surface can be attributed to the fact that the flow is
perpendicular to the stratifications as the statistical anisotropy increases. On the other hand, the
pressure head variance in the saturated zone below the phreatic surface decreases as the
statistical anisotropy increases since the flow in this regime is mostly parallel to the stratification.
Comparisons of case 1, case 5 and case 6 demonstrate that increase in the vertical
infiltration flux, q , brings a lower variance of pressure head above the phreatic surface and a
higher variance of pressure head below the phreatic surface. The behavior in the unsaturated
zone above the phreatic surface is consistent with moisture-dependent variability theory reported
by (T. J. Yeh et al., 1985a, 1985b, 1985c). It states that the variance in pressure head decreases
as soils becomes close to saturation and vice versa. On the other hand, as the steady flux
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increases, the head gradient in the saturated zone must increase in order to transmit more flux
under the same degree of heterogeneity. As the gradient increases, the variance in pressure head
increases accordingly.
Fig. 6 quantifies the influence of different factors ( σ 2f , h v and q  K ) on the
s

maximum of pressure head variances in the hillslope. In order to compare the influence of these
three factors, we set σ 2f =0.7, h v =1 and q  K =0.01 as the reference, and the influence of
s

these three factors on maximum  p2 is expressed as the change of maximum  p2 versus the
average increase percentage of each factor. From Fig. 6 we can clearly see that σ 2f has the
greatest impact on maximum  p2 within the hillslope and h v has the smallest impact. All
three factors have a greater influence on maximum  p2 within the saturated region below the
phreatic surface than that within the unsaturated region above the phreatic surface. Similarly,
although it is the rainfall-runoff process that is investigated, Freeze (1980) found that the
influences of mean value and the standard deviation of the saturated hydraulic conductivity on
the statistics of runoff events were more significant than that of the autocorrelation.
Upper and lower bounds of pressure head profile
To further illustrate the variability of pressure head, the standard deviation of pressure
head  p from Fig. 5 was added to and subtracted from mean pressure head profile from Fig. 2
calculated by the mean parameter  K to yield upper and lower bounds of the pressure head
s

profile. The pressure head profiles along cross-section 1-1’ shown in Fig. 1 are displayed in Fig.
7. We chose section 1-1’ for its representation of pressure head variation throughout the study
domain, based on the distribution of pressure head variance in Fig. 5.
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In Fig. 7(a), the solid black line denotes the mean pressure head profile. The black lines
with squares represent the associated upper and lower bounds when σ 2f is 0.7. On the other
hand, the green lines with triangles are the upper and the lower bounds when σ 2f is 1.5. As
expected, the deviations from the mean pressure head increase as the σ 2f value increases. As
illustrated in the figure, the mean water table position is approximately 15.5 m from the origin.
The likely largest fluctuation of the water table elevation is about 2 m above or below the mean
position. The standard deviation of the pressure head is the largest and remains constant below
and at the mean water table elevation. It then decreases as the elevation becomes slightly higher
than that of the mean water table elevation. Afterward, it grows with elevation. Overall, the
standard deviation in the saturated zone is larger than that in the unsaturated zone. These results
are consistent with those shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
The same mean pressure head profile at the cross-section 1-1’ and its upper and lower
bounds for cases 1, 3, and 4 are illustrated in Fig. 7(b). As shown in the figure, the increase of
statistical anisotropy leads to the reductions of the pressure head standard deviations below the
phreatic surface, while above the phreatic surface, the pressure head standard deviations tend to
increase with a higher spatial structure anisotropy. However, the influence of the spatial structure
anisotropy is not very significant, as explained in the preceding section.
According to Fig. 7(c), when the vertical infiltration flux, q , increases, the mean
pressure head profile changes. It shifts toward the right of the zero pressure head value. As a
result, the mean water table position rises; the thickness of the unsaturated zone shrinks; the
pressure head in the unsaturated zone becomes less negative. The associated upper bound and
the low bound shift accordingly. That is, it is more likely that parts of unsaturated zone become
saturated with positive pressure heads. Notice that the standard deviation (i.e., the distance
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between the upper and the lower bounds) also decreases. In other words, the pressure head
variance in the unsaturated zone is reduced. This result is consistent with the findings by (T. J.
Yeh et al., 1985a, 1985b, 1985c), which investigated effects of heterogeneity on unsaturated
zone during steady-state vertical infiltration in unbounded media.
On the other hand, in the ranges of positive pressure heads, the gap between the upper
and the lower bounds increases as infiltration flux increases, as explained in the previous section.
It is a well-known fact that the position of the phreatic surface is crucial to the calculation
of slope stability. According to Fig. 7, the fluctuation of the phreatic surface increases with the
increase of σ 2f , the decrease of h v , or the increase of q .
Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, a first-order moment analysis is introduced to investigate pressure head
variability within a hypothetical hillslope induced by steady rainfall infiltration, accounting for
the uncertainties and spatial variation of the hydraulic conductivity. We compare results of the
first-order moment analysis with those from Monte Carlo simulation, and we conclude that the
first-order moment analysis is an effective tool for addressing the uncertainty of pore-water
pressure in multidimensional variably saturated flow problems.
Using the first-order moment analysis, we find that the responses of pressure head
variability are quite different in the unsaturated region and the saturated region separated by the
phreatic surface. Above the phreatic surface, a higher variability in pressure head is obtained
from a higher σ 2f , a higher h v and a smaller q  K ; while below the phreatic surface, a
s

higher σ 2f , a lower h v or a larger q  K would lead to a higher variability in pressure head,
s

and a greater range of fluctuation of the phreatic surface within the hillslope. The maximum
height of phreatic surface rises when q increases. σ 2f has the greatest impact on maximum  p2
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within the hillslope and h v has the smallest impact. All three factors have a greater influence
on maximum  p2 within the saturated region below the phreatic surface than that within the
unsaturated region above the phreatic surface.
The analysis in this paper yields insight into the effects of heterogeneity on pressure head
and uncertainty associated with predicted flow field in a hillslope using mean hydraulic
properties. While these pieces of information are useful, they can only serve as a first-cut result,
rather than a site specific, and detailed results. Conditioning the uncertainty analysis using the
site-specific hydraulic property and flow field (such as head) measurements will lead to more
detailed predictions and uncertainty analysis.
Actual geologic profiles usually are nonstationary fields, which consist of two or more
layers with different statistics of hydraulic properties. For example, many hillslopes consist of
unconsolidated materials and underlying bedrock. Although the heterogeneous field of hillslope
considered in this paper is a stationary one, the first-order analysis approach is readily applicable
to those nonstationary fields by simply employing nonstationary covariance functions (e.g., Cho,
2012) for hydraulic properties.
Lastly, the first-order analysis can effectively calculate sensitivity and cross-correlation
between hydraulic conductivity or other parameters and pore-water pressure at different times,
which are hard to implement using Monte Carlo simulation. This information is essential for
estimating hydraulic properties of a hillslope using observed pressure head fluctuations, which
could be utilized in the conditional analysis as discussed above.
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List of Figure Captions:
Fig. 1. The hypothetic slope in the numerical study.
Fig. 2. Mean pressure head evaluation assuming the slope is homogeneous ( K s =  K s =1 m/d). The black
solid lines with arrow mean streamlines, the black dot dash line means phreatic surface.
Fig. 3. Seepages of realizations at steady state of different cases. The black solid lines with arrow mean
streamlines, the black dashed lines with labels mean pressure head contour line, the blue dot dash line
means phreatic surface.
Fig. 4. Scatter plots of mean and variance of pressure head obtained by first-order moment analysis and
Monte Carlo simulation ( K s =1 m/d,

σ 2f =0.7, h = v

=10 m, q =0.01m/d). The blue solid line denotes

the fitted linear model and the black solid line denotes the reference position for perfect match.
Fig. 5. Pressure head variances at steady state of different cases.
Fig. 6. Influence of different factors on the maximum pressure head variance

σ p2 .

Fig. 7. Bounds of pressure head and mean pressure head along section 1-1’ of the different cases.

